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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter introduces the overall methodological approach that is used in 
the project. In this project, several methods were used to complete the project and it 
will comprise all the methods and processes that will use in order to achieve our 
objectives which are to design mould parameter software system. To started this 
project with finding all material that related with project title for study and research 
such as journal, article and books.   
 
After the research and study have been made, it followed with project 
planning. In this process have made a prediction and determine for the next process 
that needs to take in order to smooth the project progress. Through this chapter also, 
the full explanation for all process and tool that involved to experimental design To 
design mould parameter software system 
Below are the process flow chart for implement the project and flow chart for 
the methodology processes which focus on design mould parameter software 
system 
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3.2 FLOW CHART OF METHODOLOGY 
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3.3 PROCESS FLOW CHART 
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Figure 3.1: Process flow chart of simulation and experimental mould calculation 
software 
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